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Abstract

Background: Research on gay and other men who have sex with men’s (G/MSM) preferences for sexual healthcare services focuses largely on HIV testing and to some extent on sexually transmitted infections (STI). This research illustrates the frequency and location of where G/MSM interface with the healthcare system, but it does not speak to why men seek care in those locations. As HIV and STI prevention strategies evolve, evidence about G/MSM’s motivations and decision-making can inform future plans to optimize models of HIV/STI prevention and primary care.

Methods: We conducted a phenomenological study of gay men’s sexual health seeking experiences, which included 32 in-depth interviews with gay and bisexual men. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and entered into Atlas.ti. We conducted a Framework Analysis.

Findings: We identified a continuum of sexual healthcare seeking practices and their associated drivers. Men differed in their preferences for separating sexual healthcare from other forms of healthcare (“fragmentation”) versus combining all care into one location (“consolidation”). Fragmentation drivers included: fear of being monitored by insurance companies, a desire to seek non-judgmental providers with expertise in sexual health, a desire for rapid HIV testing, perceiving sexual health services as more convenient than primary care services, and a lack of healthcare coverage. Consolidation drivers included: a comfortable and trusting relationship with a provider, a desire for one provider to oversee overall health and those with access to public or private health insurance.

Conclusions: Men in this study were likely to separate sexual healthcare from primary care. Based on this finding, we recommend placing new combination HIV/STI prevention interventions within sexual health clinics. Furthermore, given the evolution of the financing and delivery of healthcare services and in HIV prevention, policymakers and clinicians should consider including more primary care services within sexual healthcare settings.
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Introduction

“I just want warmth, compassion, listening. I need that in a healthcare person.”

Gay men and other men who have sex with men (G/MSM) face profound sexual health disparities, particularly in their increased risk of HIV and sexually transmitted infections (STI) [1,2]. They accounted for 61% of all new HIV infections in the United States in 2010 [3], making them over 40 times more likely than other men to be HIV-positive [4]. Similarly, syphilis rates are estimated to be 46 times higher in G/MSM than in other men [4], while G/MSM constitute 10% of all new Hepatitis A cases and 20% of new Hepatitis B cases [3]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends annual HIV and STI screening for G/MSM [6] and more frequent screening (every 3–6 months) for G/MSM with greater potential exposure to HIV/STIs. However, studies indicate that recommendations for HIV and STI testing are not being met [7,8].

Addressing these critical health challenges requires a multi-component response that encompasses sexual health promotion, disease prevention, medical treatment, support for mental health and drug use challenges, and strategies to cope with a social...
context that has traditionally stigmatized sex between men [2]. Unfortunately, the current structure of the US healthcare system does little to promote the kind of integrated, comprehensive services necessary to address health promotion and disease prevention. One need only sample the patchwork of agencies serving G/MSM in order to see evidence of this challenge. Traditional HIV behavioral prevention, at least when targeted to HIV-negative individuals, has been centered in community-based organizations that offer few medical services [9]. Testing and treatment of sexually transmitted infections are frequently conducted in standalone STI clinics, due in part to historical and existing stigma against venereal disease [10]. HIV treatment is often provided in special healthcare delivery systems built up through the Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program [11]. While the Ryan White program ensures high-quality care [12], by statute it is available only to people living with HIV and thus effectively segregates HIV-positive G/MSM from HIV-negative G/MSM in care settings. Mental healthcare and drug abuse services are spread across agencies, clinics, and private practitioners. Such services may be constrained by insurance coverage gaps, inadequate infrastructure, and stigma against mental illness and drug use [13,14]. Finally, programs intended to mitigate the impact of prejudice or address other structural challenges (e.g., absence of housing) are often placed outside of the healthcare system altogether, being the province of political advocacy groups or of legal aid organizations. Against this backdrop, G/MSM, as well as all other persons facing similar circumstances, must find their way to the services that they need.

Research to date on G/MSM and sexual health services has primarily focused on HIV testing [15,16]. This research provides a snapshot of where G/MSM interface with the healthcare system to address HIV risk and other sexual health concerns. But they do not speak to why men sought care in specific locations or to how that care might fit within broader (non-sexual) healthcare needs. The UNAIDS campaign “Know your epidemic, Know your response” [17] remains highly relevant when considering how to compassionately and effectively respond to the continuing HIV epidemic. In addition to knowing the epidemiological risk factors, an equally important aspect of “knowing your epidemic” is, in this case, to understanding how G/MSM manage their sexual health within a healthcare environment such as the one described above. This type of research provides findings that are essential to informing the design and implementation of newly emerging HIV and STI combination prevention strategies. Combination prevention approaches are already widely used for controlling infectious diseases such as tuberculosis and malaria. Recently this concept has been tested for use in HIV prevention [18]. Research is underway to identify which combination of elements produces successful outcomes [19,20,21,22]. Combinations will certainly differ and depend on geographic location, target population, cultural factors, and available resources, among other things. In the US, combination approaches will also cut across traditional service delivery domains, and require enhanced coordination among providers and/or the development of new capacities within existing agencies. As an example, consider comprehensive HIV testing, linkage to care, plus treatment (TLC+), otherwise known as “treatment as prevention” [23]. This strategy may successfully prevent HIV by placing an infected person on treatment to lower viral load and thereby reduce infectivity [24,25]. But it only works if an infected individual is first tested and diagnosed, successfully linked to care, retained in care, prescribed antiretroviral medications, and then appropriately adheres to the prescribed regimen [26]. Substantial loss-to-follow-up occurs at each of these steps along the treatment continuum [27]. TLC+ thus requires coordination among testing and treatment sites to ensure successful linkage to care. Furthermore, to the degree that a person’s engagement in care and/or adherence to medications is hindered by mental illness [28], drugs [29,30], and/or structural challenges such as, absence of housing [31], TLC+ may also require coordination with case managers, mental health professionals, and agencies that address structural barriers.

As a second example, consider pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP). It involves the administration of an anti-retroviral (ARV) agent to HIV-negative individuals to prevent acquisition of the virus [32,33]. Traditionally, ARVs have been prescribed to HIV-infected individuals and monitored within doctor’s offices and clinics. But many HIV-negative G/MSM do not have ongoing ailments and, thus, may not regularly see a medical provider or otherwise seek medical care. If and when HIV-negative G/MSM do seek testing and other services, they may do so at STI clinics or community agencies that offer preventive services to uninfected men but that are not typically equipped to provide continuity of care or to prescribe medications. Furthermore, because PrEP does not protect against other sexually transmitted infections, it may be ideally combined with other services (e.g., behavioral counseling for risk reduction), thus necessitating that delivery sites have expertise in both biomedical and behavioral intervention strategies [34–36]. Infrastructure to accommodate the particularities of delivering PrEP is underway; it is unclear how much effort is necessary to integrate PrEP into current healthcare delivery systems. Once built, it remains to be seen to what extent G/MSM will avail themselves of these services.

As HIV prevention moves toward more integrated models, understanding G/MSM’s experiences, motivations and decision-making around receipt of sexual healthcare services can inform where best to situate new services (e.g., delivery of PrEP) and how best to coordinate services across agencies. In this phenomenological study [37], we sought to explore gay and bisexual men’s sexual health seeking experiences, how they decided where to obtain HIV testing and other sexual health services.

**Methods**

We conducted in-depth interviews with gay and bisexual men in San Francisco between January and June, 2010, as part of a larger mixed methods study to evaluate the community level impact of a sexual health center (Magnet) devoted to promoting the physical, mental and social well-being of gay men. The center is located in San Francisco, California, which has a population of approximately 800,000 residents and is well known for its vibrant lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender communities. The goals of the analyses presented here were to identify the range of resources that men used for the purposes of sexual health promotion and then to describe and characterize men’s sexual health seeking experiences. In other words, we wanted to understand where men were going for sexual healthcare and why.

**Recruitment**

To advertise the study, we used fliers placed in venues frequented by gay men, online advertisements, and word of mouth recommendations from Community Advisory Board members affiliated with our research institution. Men interested in participating called a toll free phone line to discuss with a researcher whether they were eligible for the study. Importantly, enrollment in the interviews was not dependent on use of Magnet services. Rather, eligibility criteria were designed to capture the broader local community to which Magnet potentially offers services. Specifically, participants had to be English-speaking; be
analyses

research team

qualitative interviewing and analyses were led by a heterosexual female, cultural medical anthropologist with over ten years of experience conducting ethnographic and qualitative research on HIV prevention particularly with gay men and HIV care specialists. Assisting in the recruitment, interviewing and initial analysis was a gay male, doctor of public health with a decade of experience working on health disparities research projects among ethnoracial and sexual minority communities. Each participant was screened by one of the two researchers. Notes about each caller were captured in an Excel file (e.g., source of referral, whether the caller sounded able to give consent). These initial screening conversations allowed us to assess the level of interest in the subject matter as well as to assess whether the caller was talkative and coherent (in one case, the caller sounded to be high on stimulants and was overly talkative and incoherent at times).

interview process

we scheduled participants for an interview at a mutually agreeable time in a private office located in our research center. Prior to initiating the interview, we provided participants with an information sheet and asked them to provide verbal consent which was documented with the interviewer’s signature. All study procedures were reviewed and approved of by the Committee on Human Research at the University of California, San Francisco. This committee allowed us to gather verbal consent due to the privacy risks associated with the study. In addition, the information sheet stated that access to the transcribed interviews would be limited to the members of the immediate research team, a condition we imposed because the interviews contained information about specific events and services. Given the extent of detail provided in the narratives, it would be difficult for us to guarantee full anonymity if the complete transcripts were made publicly available. Interviews were conducted face to face with a single interviewer and the participant. To optimize comfort, we gave them the option of being interviewed by either the female or male interviewer (KK or GG). We drafted an open-ended interview guide and pilot tested it with two men. We revised the guide and made spontaneous modifications to it when appropriate e.g., dropping questions that were not applicable. We asked participants to describe their history with sexual health seeking experiences and then to focus on describing in-depth at least one recent experience. Interviews lasted between 45 to 90 minutes and were subsequently transcribed verbatim and checked for accuracy.

analyses

we conducted a framework analysis [38] which includes a multi-step process of reading and re-reading the data, applying a coding scheme which consisted of both inductive and a priori codes, code interpretation, theme identification, generating tables in order to compare narratives and returning to a subset of interviews to be read in full to maintain analytic holism. All interviews were entered into Atlas.ti [39] to expedite the process of sorting and organizing the data in preparation for coding and theme identification. Authors KK and GG conducted the initial coding, code interpretation and theme identification during analysis meetings held over the course of 4 months. Later, SC and SF participated in the refining and validating of the themes by reading and re-reading full transcripts. We generated a total of 27 codes. For this analysis, we present the themes associated with the following codes: sexual health seeking narrative, decision-making, and primary healthcare narrative. Once we constructed our themes, we conducted a members-check to ensure our interpretation of the data were accurate [40]. The members-check included a review of the findings with two key informants as well as a presentation to a group of Magnet volunteers.

findings

in total, 64 men called to be screened. We made three attempts to return the phone call of each person who contacted us. We ultimately screened 41 individuals, 9 of whom were deemed unsuitable as informants (e.g., high during screening call, hostile during the call). Of these 32 enrolled participants, three were female-to-male transgender individuals who identified as MSM. Due to their unique healthcare needs, we analyzed these data and plan to publish these data separately. The remaining 29 participants ranged in age from 20-67, ten self-reported as HIV positive, 18 self-reported as HIV negative, and one self-reported his HIV status as unknown. Table 1 provides a brief description of the participants quoted below. All names are pseudonyms.

continuum of sexual healthcare seeking practices

we identified a continuum of sexual healthcare seeking practices and their associated drivers. In our sample, men differed in their preferences for separating sexual healthcare from other forms of healthcare (a practice we labeled “fragmentation”) versus combining all care into one location (a practice we labeled “consolidation”). These behaviors effectively divided them into four typologies (behavioral profiles), based on the degree to which they fragmented or consolidated care. The typologies include: fragmenters, single-issue sexual healthcare consumers, opportunistic integrators, and consolidators. A definition for each typology is provided in Figure 1. The figure also lists the key factors that drive men toward fragmentation or consolidation.

fragmenters.

at one end of the sexual healthcare seeking continuum, we placed men who intentionally fragmented their care and emphasized separation of sexual health services from primary care. Most participants in the category were HIV-negative. Insurance status was mixed, including both uninsured and insured men. We identified several overarching factors that drove men to seek testing for STI and/or HIV in locations separate from their primary care provider. These included a desire to test for HIV in a setting that offered rapid HIV testing technologies, concerns about insurance companies monitoring behaviors associated with HIV and STI testing or diagnoses, a preference for talking to a professional sexual health expert, convenience and, finally, a lack of health insurance coverage. Sometimes men opted to fragment their care because of concerns about how their primary care provider would react to whatever sexual health concern or issue they were facing. Rather than enduring possible embarrassment or loss of respect, men would turn to sexual health clinics as alternative options. Below we
provide two case illustrations of attitudes and behaviors we commonly observed among our “fragmenters.” First, we asked “Luke” whether he had a reason why he attended a sexual health clinic for HIV testing and/or STI testing as opposed to going to his primary care physician, a line of questioning pursued during interviews with men who recounted stories of fragmenting their care. He stated:

It sounds funny, but you know, it’s the whole social stigma of not having my primary – I cared about what my primary care physician thought about me, which is really stupid now I realize. Like, oh, shame and everything. But you know, just the people in the office kind of became friends. They’d look and, “Oh, there’s Luke. We’re so happy that Luke’s coming in today.” And then, oh, yeah, I’m here for, you know, gonorrhea. It was just like I didn’t feel comfortable with that.
In this case, the participant was reluctant to face the potential for spoiling his identity [42] among the clinic staff by requesting treatment or testing for an STI, something he perceived as stigmatizing.

In the case of Keith, when asked a hypothetical question about whether he would feel comfortable going to his primary care provider for an STI test if the local sexual health clinic was closed, he stated:

I’d probably feel less comfortable. I guess I feel like when you go into a sexual health clinic, the idea that you’re there for a reason has already sorted out. Whereas, if I were to go to my doctor and sort of approach him about a sexual health concern, I feel like I’d be a little more uncomfortable about it. Just not wanting to reach that personal level with him, or something. I don’t know. I guess he like, sees my body and stuff. So, it doesn’t really make any sense.

In the cases above, both men fragmented their care, but were self-effacing about the behavior during the interview claiming that it was “stupid” or “doesn’t really make sense.” This may indicate that in these two particular cases, when given the opportunity to reflect on their choices, they either downplayed or were unable to articulate feelings of vulnerability associated with being gay and with feeling uncomfortable raising sexual health issues in a primary care setting. Instead the narrative used to account for fragmenting sexual health and primary care was to assign self-blame.

Single-Issue Sexual Healthcare Consumers. Next along the continuum, we identified a group of HIV-negative men who entered into healthcare for only one reason – to seek out sexual health services. We labeled this health-seeking typology as: single-issue sexual healthcare consumers. Men in this category were exclusively HIV-negative. They were also relatively more likely, but not exclusively, uninsured. However, regardless of insurance status the men’s healthcare seeking pattern appeared to be driven by a perception that their healthcare needs were limited to sexual health concerns or screenings (e.g., an annual check-up or for a medical complaint). What distinguished the men in this category was their acceptance of sexual health screening if it were offered to them during a primary care visit. We labeled the group “opportunistic integrators” to reflect their willingness to take advantage of the primary care visit as an opportunity for sexual healthcare, but also to acknowledge that the integration of sexual and non-sexual healthcare needs was not a result of their own intentional planning. For example in the case of Daniel, his sexual health maintenance consisted of testing in two free clinics catering to gay men. He explained the occasions when he was willing to break out of that routine:

A couple of times I’ve gotten HIV tests via my primary care physician, just because I was there and I was getting blood drawn, just more for convenience, I don’t recall ever seeking treatment for an STD, or what I perceived to be an STD via my primary care physician.

Another participant, David, illustrated well the opportunistic nature of testing during a PCP clinical encounter by describing a theoretical situation in which he might be willing to test for HIV:

For instance, if I had my doctor here in the city and I need to get tested, I’m still going to go to Magnet. I’m not going to go to my doctor unless we’re in the middle of something like that and then he says at some point, I think you should get tested. And I think I would be okay with that.

Consolidators. The final typology comprises men who described a pattern of actively planning to conduct all sexual health services in the context of primary care. In our sample we encountered very few cases of HIV-negative men who fit this typology. The majority of “consolidators” were men living with HIV for whom consolidation of STI screening, diagnosis and treatment was ostensibly easy to achieve within the context of routine HIV care, assuming they were in care and their provider was following the HIV Medicine Association’s primary care guidelines [43]. We noted that among HIV-negative men, those who were insured and described having a trusting relationship with a healthcare provider seemed more inclined to consolidate sexual health within the context of primary care. One HIV-negative man who had a background in healthcare work, Greg,
explained why he preferred to go to his primary care provider for his sexual health needs:

> Just because I feel like he’s the person I’m trying to organize my health, my overall health history with, and I want to keep him in the loop with everything. And he’s gay. I don’t feel like I can have a whole lot of explaining to do or anything like that with him.

It should be noted that there was no observed relationship between insurance status and being a consolidator. This appeared to be due to HIV-positive men having access to primary healthcare, regardless of whether or not they were insured. Even men who were uninsured reported some form of healthcare coverage, usually through publicly funded mechanisms like the Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program.

Exploring the drivers underlying sexual health seeking practices

We identified five drivers that shaped the way participants went about seeking sexual health services. These drivers are intertwined with one another and are not necessarily associated with one typology or another. The majority of our participants invoked one or more of these drivers while being interviewed.

1. Fear of being monitored by insurance companies, employers or the government.

“I don’t want my HIV test results in my medical records.”

Craig dramatically compared his preference for fragmenting sexual health and primary care to “separat[ing] church from state.” His concern was that insurance companies would discover that he had a history of testing for HIV and would then prejudicially refuse to offer him insurance coverage. We noted this sentiment over and over again in the interviews with men who fragmented sexual healthcare from primary care.

For instance, Anthony, who had health insurance and sought out gay-friendly providers, expressed a desire to test in the context of his primary care provider, but explained that his concerns about retaining his insurance coverage prevented him from doing so. Like Craig, he feared loss of insurance or becoming uninsurable in the future. He also indicated that he perceived this to be normative behavior. His case below highlights this pervasive concern, which frequently drove men to test in settings without ties to one’s personal health record:

> Participant: I was told that HIV tests – the insurance companies have access to those records and they can deny you if they see that you have HIV, when you’re – if you’re testing, that means you have some kind of risk for HIV, and they might deny coverage and it’s in your records. They’ve never been clear. Some say yes, some say no. I remember one doctor told me not to do that. A lot of people don’t do tests with medical providers [emphasis added].

2. Desire for specialization in sexual health services. Some participants were very particular about selecting competent providers that they felt matched their own level of sophistication around sexual health and HIV prevention. Alternatively, some participants chose sexual health clinics for their care or because they were mistreated in the past by homophobic or heterosexist providers and were actively seeking providers they could trust to be gay-friendly. Although several participants indicated that they had gay or gay-friendly PCPs, others noted that they had more extensive, more meaningful conversations about sexual health in public clinics focused on sexual health. Brian, who was an insured patient of a well-known gay PCP, yet still fragmented his sexual healthcare from primary care, stated:

> I guess I was more embarrassed to go to my doctor about STDs, and Magnet was so open and accepting and loving, that you’re just like, oh sure, everyone has gonorrhea, so come here. And so that felt better to go to Magnet. Just because it was a more accepting atmosphere. I think it is the rapport, and they do listen pretty well. They hear what I’m saying. Again, they’re not condescending. They match my level of literacy about sex – gay men’s sexual health. So, like if they feel like I know – they don’t give me a lecture. I think they can tell what I know as I’m talking, and so they don’t repeat a lot of stuff I don’t need to hear, or – they’re just good at reading me. Like they’re hearing and listening to me... so sometimes I appreciate having a gay male person, because I think – [they] understand what I’m going through, what my life is like as a sexually active gay man. I just want warmth, compassion, listening. I need that in a healthcare person. …I don’t want condescending …Because it’s just a vulnerable situation and you need someone who’s super sensitive, is my feeling.

Daniel, a participant in the “opportunistic integrator” typology, had health insurance and a relationship with a provider who primarily cares for gay men. However, he described his preference for going to a local gay men’s sexual health clinic rather than his gay primary care provider:

> It’s not that I don’t trust my primary care physician, but I feel like it’s – I don’t know. Especially since that I’ve been going to Magnet. I’m going to have a good conversation with someone else about sexual health practices and get free condoms. There’s more value to me in going to Magnet than going to primary care physician if the issue is something related to an STD or sexual health because there’s just more specialization of that. It seems like they might be more up on the latest, what’s happening in San Francisco, and things to watch out for that.

Craig, Daniel, and several other participants also described instances in which they were offered and accepted preventative health services (i.e., hepatitis vaccinations) at a sexual health clinic:

> Participant: I went and I got the series of Hepatitis shots at Magnet. It didn’t seem like I was super high risk, but it seemed like the side effects of the shots were pretty negligible and the harm they prevent against is pretty severe […] I just felt like it was probably the prudent thing to do, is get the shots. – Daniel.

I’m not really a fan of needles like I said, and, you know there’s the [hepatitis] A and the B [vaccines], so you have to do two separate ones on two separate occasions. But, when I was talking to the nurse she said, “Well you know we have a combination.” I’m like, Sweet. And I’m like, All right, cool. –Craig.

These interactions illustrate how these men regarded their sexual health clinic as a trustworthy source of sexual health advice,
and demonstrate that sexual health centers can reach those at risk for hepatitis A and B.

3. Desire for rapid and/or highly sensitive and/or comprehensive screening technologies. Each participant described a few different experiences of HIV testing, including their first and most recent HIV tests. Men unanimously expressed a strong preference for rapid testing, and noted that the availability of rapid test technologies directly influenced their choice of testing venue. For example, Alex, an opportunistic integrator with health insurance, explained that, in general, primary care clinics do not offer rapid HIV testing while sexual health clinics do:

At [physician’s office], they don’t have the rapid testing – they have to draw blood. Sometimes when I didn’t want to go in for a test, I’ll just go into Magnet. I’ll get it done in 15 minutes. It’ll be a swab. It’ll be rapid testing. I’ll know, rather than going to [physician’s office], making an appointment for next week – especially when you’re experiencing a lot of anxiety or whatever – having blood drawn and then waiting two weeks to get the results and then having your doctor call you because they can’t say anything in the mail or whatever so I was like, okay, I’ll just go to Magnet.

Brian, a fragmenter introduced above, corroborated Alex’s sentiment regarding the high level of anxiety caused by waiting to hear about an HIV test result:

I can’t handle anything but a rapid test. Waiting a week is like, put me in a coma. I don’t want to wait a week to hear. I’ll die. That’s awful. So, yeah, I have to have the rapid. And yeah, make an appointment? Magnet, you can go in, get it that same day. You don’t have to wait two weeks to go into the doctor.

A few of our participants were accustomed to RNA HIV testing. RNA HIV tests are highly specific and can detect HIV prior to antibodies becoming present. Whereas a typical rapid HIV test detects antibodies at 4–6 weeks of exposure, RNA tests can detect HIV as early as 10 days following exposure [46]. While RNA HIV testing is typically expensive and not widely available, some men in our sample specifically sought it out in order to ameliorate their serostatus anxiety – a state of mind in which an individual experienced high levels of anxiety and heightened concern about their HIV status, typically following a sexual encounter they thought may possibly have exposed them to the virus. Men explained that the best way to combat the stress associated with these feelings was to submit to an RNA test for quick and definitive diagnosis, or to seek out post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP). One of our participants, Brad, a health insured, “single-issue sexual healthcare consumer”, described the benefits of RNA testing:

Interviewer: What’s the benefit of doing RNA? Participant: Not putting yourself through anxiety of three months for the window period, and knowing, I think, 10 to 14 days after exposure. I mean that test still takes like up to two weeks, so you still have to wait kind of like a month after exposure, but it’s better than three months.

Some men also described a desire to seek care in a medical setting with on-site laboratory services because these conditions allowed for immediate and definitive diagnoses of STIs. These types of services, RNA testing (sent to an off-site lab with capabilities to screen for RNA) and/or on-site labs, often motivated men to select a particular location in which to seek care.

In addition, some men wanted a comprehensive exam including a rectal or throat swab rather than a urine test to ensure they did not have an STI. They explained that if this were not offered in a primary care setting, they would turn elsewhere to find these specific services:

When I would see my regular doctor on a regular basis, I would tell him I want to be screened for STDs to make sure I don’t have anything. They didn’t do any anal or oral swabs for a year. And he kept telling me that I didn’t have any STDs. He’d say, “Oh, you’re fine. No STDs. Because everything came out normal.” And then when this throat–when I went to Magnet, he says, “Oh, no. You have to do a swab on your anus and your throat to make sure you’re completely clear.” And I go, “My doctor doesn’t have me do that.” And he goes, “Well, then you’re not necessarily STD free.” So that’s how–I had a gonorrhea problem for a long time in my throat.” And I went back to my doctor and I was really upset. I said, “How come you never checked me?” He said, “We never–because you never told me to do that.” And I go, “Well, you’re my doctor. You should be saying to me–you should be saying, Hey, we should do this as precautionary.” I mean, so I was a little taken aback by that. –William.

4. Desire for services to be convenient. Convenience was a major determinant of where men sought sexual health services. However, it is important to note that “convenience” was differently defined for each individual. Whereas some men pointed to care locations in close proximity to where they spent time or to locations that had desirable hours of service, others highlighted the convenience of the services provided, such as shorter waiting times, the use of appointment vs. drop-in scheduling, and the existence of on vs. off site laboratory facilities.

Most men liked the proximity of a clinic embedded in the gay neighborhood, as explained by William, an opportunistic integrator:

Sometimes it’s difficult to get in with my doctor. …I’d have to go there, get the lab slips, take them and then go to another company. Whereas Magnet is so easy and convenient; I got a number, I came in, I waited, and they just did it right there. And plus it’s just down the hill, so you can have lunch and be with friends. It was a lot more convenient and I thought the people that work there actually are pretty good.

However, for some participants, convenience was also seen as a barrier. The prominent and easy-to-access location of Magnet prompted concerns about being seen in the clinic, and the potential stigma and loss of privacy that may result from this. Luis, an opportunistic integrator articulated this concern:

I don’t want to go in there and be sitting down, waiting for my STD test to come back, and my boyfriend’s best friend walks in, and goes, “ooooh shi,” you know what I mean? …I’d rather not know the person who I’m going to be working with. If I accidentally end up getting gonorrhea, I
5. Lack of healthcare insurance coverage. Publicly funded STI clinics are designed to serve individuals regardless of insurance status. A number of men we interviewed did not have health insurance and were more likely to receive sexual health services in a standalone STI clinic than free or affordable primary care (e.g., via publically funded primary care health centers). This made it more probable that they were found in the typology category of Single-Issue Sexual Healthcare Consumer and less likely to be found in the category Opportunistic Integrator (which, by definition, required one to be receiving care from a PCP).

Importantly, the influences of insurance status on typology category were seen only among HIV-negative men. HIV-positive men were much more likely than HIV-negative men to be consolidators of care and to choose this behavioral pattern regardless of insurance. That pattern appeared to be due to such men having guaranteed access to care through public funding sources, such as the Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program.

Insurance status was also uncorrelated with the fragmenter typology category. And reflected in the quotes below, participants from this group did not characterize their decisions as being due exclusively to insurance status. Furthermore, their behavioral patterns around sexual health services persisted even when uninsured men subsequently gained insurance coverage.

I didn’t have insurance at the time and I also felt more comfortable going to a place that was specifically centered around sexual health, as opposed to seeing a primary care physician. – Keith.

When I discovered Magnet a couple years ago, I didn’t have health insurance. Now that I have health insurance, I still go to Magnet, because A. I feel comfortable there and B. I believe in what they do and C. It’s a safe environment. – Paul.

Discussion

We identified a continuum of sexual healthcare seeking practices among gay men. Along the continuum we identified four typologies. The fragmenters intentionally maintained sexual health services separate from primary care services. The single-issue sexual healthcare consumers limited their care to sexual healthcare settings because they only utilized sexual health services. The opportunistic integrators were men with flexibility in where they obtained sexual health services. They loosely spoke of preferring sexual health services in standalone locations, but were responsive to offers of HIV/STI testing in primary care settings. Finally, the consolidators made a systematic choice to integrate sexual health and primary care.

We noted that among the different typologies, intention and behavior differed. Anchoring the continuum, we identified the fragmenters and consolidators, both of whom aligned their intentions and behaviors in that they intended to either separate or combine sexual health and primary care and then acted accordingly. In contrast, the single-issue sexual healthcare consumers and opportunistic integrators had less clear intentionality when seeking sexual health services. If single-issue sexual healthcare consumers were to seek other forms of care, that care would necessarily have to be fragmented from their sexual health services, if only because sexual health clinics generally do not offer other forms of care; however, the evidence for intentionality of fragmentation is less strong than for true fragmenters. For opportunistic integrators, intention and behavior did not always align. Their preferences are in part a reaction to the social environment, as they understand it. They see HIV testing as something a person does in a standalone clinic, not in the doctor’s office, but they will take the opportunity to be tested if the primary care provider offers or recommends it and the conditions are right i.e., sufficient time, trust in provider.

The various typologies were influenced not only by intentions, but also by HIV serostatus as well as the structure of the health system. For example, most of the “consolidators” were men living with HIV. Given the design and organization of their healthcare system (i.e., Ryan White Program), it is reasonable for them to expect to have all services in one place and to actively reject a strictly fragmented care model. However, they do fragment care some of the time for some of the same reasons that HIV-negative men do – namely, out of convenience. By contrast, the healthcare system is not set up to easily consolidate services for HIV-negative men. Many participants did not think of their primary care provider as the logical source for HIV testing, even among those who had agreed to be tested in the context of a previous primary care visit. Other HIV-negative participants had limited access to primary care, owing to a lack of insurance. This made it more likely that they had sought out only sexual health services because such services are usually delivered for free in standalone STI clinics or community-based organizations.

In returning to the issue of combination HIV prevention strategies, these findings have implications for emerging prevention models, which require expertise that has traditionally been situated in varied environments (community-based agencies, HIV testing sites, doctors’ offices). Young HIV-negative men have limited reasons to interact with the healthcare system, thus favoring models that focus on the delivery of discrete services (e.g., STD clinics, HIV test counseling) rather than on the establishment of enduring care relationships. Furthermore, doctors’ offices are busy and their practices shaped by insurance considerations. Given these realities, there is little reason to expect HIV-negative men to place a premium on consolidation, especially when they are experiencing a healthcare system that does not actively promote such a concept.

Our findings speak to where men would be likely to access sexual health services. While we agree with others who have stated that, “Primary care clinicians are in a strategic position to provide HIV and STD screening and counseling services to MSM,” [44] our findings suggest that this may not be enough to ensure adequate access to services, particularly for men who are not infected with HIV. A primary care clinician may be in a “strategic position” to serve MSM, but there is no guarantee that an HIV-negative gay man will come to see that provider. Many of the men we interviewed resisted testing for HIV in primary care settings out of fear. They were reluctant to engage in meaningful conversations until they had established that a provider understood sexual health issues of gay men and could remain non-judgmental. Other men wanted reassurance that they would not be monitored and/or discriminated against by insurance companies or employers for seeking sexual health services in primary care settings (a concern that may lesson after implementation of healthcare reform). These findings suggest that combination prevention models may be better situated in standalone sexual health service centers that both HIV-negative and positive men are already using.
This research also has important implications for sexual health clinics offering interventions designed to reduce gay-related health disparities. Prior research has established significant medical and psychosocial disparities within the gay community. These disparities are varied. Heart disease, some cancers, substance misuse, smoking, depression, anxiety, eating disorders, intimate partner violence and suicidal ideation are among the illnesses gay men experience at higher rates than heterosexual men [45–71]. These disparities are a byproduct of stigma, discrimination and social marginalization [45]. Sexual health clinics, as environments in which gay men seek care, may be well positioned to promote screenings for other illnesses of which gay men are known to be at elevated risk for. If properly resourced, sexual health clinics could screen men for intimate partner violence, eating disorders, depression and/or offer smoking cessation programs to help reduce risk for heart disease and other serious health problems. While these are sensitive topics, gay men may be open to undergoing these additional assessments while receiving care within the trusted setting of a sexual health clinic. For example, the men in our study expressed an a priori level of comfort and expectation for discussing intimate/sexually explicit issues when going to sexual health clinics, and were psychologically prepared to talk about private and potentially anxiety-provoking issues in these settings. While the same is likely true for some men preparing to visit their primary care provider, such a pattern was far less prominent and not nearly as well articulated among our participants.

Finally, our research has potential implications for work with other communities or other health conditions. The findings presented here were derived from interviews with G/MSM, but this does not necessarily mean that the typologies and drivers are unique to gay men. For example, similar typologies, such as intentional care fragmentation, and similar drivers, such as stigma concerns, are likely to be seen in the mental healthcare field, where longstanding prejudicial attitudes about mental illness may lead some individuals to segregate psychiatric or psychological services from other forms of care [13,14]. Ultimately, future research is needed to know if and how our behavioral typologies apply to other communities and other health conditions.

Limitations

This study has several limitations. It was designed to explore the experiences of a specific set of individuals in a specific context, limiting the generalizability. The topics of sexual health and sexual healthcare that we explored during the in-depth interviews may be considered intimate, sensitive in nature, and highly personal, which could have influenced who specifically agreed to participate or what information they voluntarily disclosed. However, we will note that the participants who were in the study successfully articulated a variety of privacy-related considerations that influenced the specific care environments from which they received services (e.g., worries about how insurance companies or providers would respond, etc.). It seems likely that individuals more protective of their privacy (i.e., those less willing to participate given the sensitive nature of the study) would have identified similar types of concerns. Second, we did not include gay men who had never sought sexual health services, nor did we recruit men who have sex with men but do not identify as gay. Although many of the identified drivers of sexual healthcare decision-making would potentially be applicable to them, we cannot state with certainty that they would be the primary determinants of these men’s healthcare choices. Obtaining their perspectives might provide additional insights into decision-making around sexual healthcare. Third, we collected data prior to the availability of pre-exposure prophylaxis and over-the-counter rapid HIV test kits. As such, our findings do not reflect any changes in perceptions or attitudes that may have emerged as a result of these two important advances in HIV prevention.

Conclusions

With the implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act in January 2014, public health researchers foresee opportunities to reduce health disparities and to reframe sexual health [72]. We are also optimistic and anticipate that gay and other MSM will be a part of the rising demand on the primary healthcare system. In particular, two important changes to the healthcare system may have a critical impact on G/MSM sexual healthcare. First, HIV and STI screening services are among the 15 preventative services that will be paid for by insurers [73]. This means that for those G/MSM for whom lack of insurance was a factor that drove them to seek screening outside of a PCP, this barrier will be effectively removed. And second, citizens will have access to insurance coverage regardless of their health status or pre-existing conditions [74]. Theoretically speaking, the new law will prevent insurance companies from discriminating against men presenting to their PCP for an HIV test. Thus, G/MSM concerned about being ‘blacklisted’ from insurers will benefit from learning about this structural and durable change in the law.

We recommend that future research include evaluating the impact of the Affordable Care Act on health disparities associated with gay and other men who have sex with men as well as monitor whether men fragment or consolidate sexual healthcare and primary care. Whether fragmentation continues or not will be an indicator of whether sexual health services can be effectively delivered in primary care settings or whether specialized settings focused exclusively on sexual healthcare delivery are more acceptable and lead to improved health outcomes. We hypothesize that despite structural changes in the financing and delivery of healthcare services, G/MSM will continue to fragment sexual healthcare apart from primary care.

In counties with high levels of HIV prevalence, Departments of Public Health officials are considering where to locate new combination bio-behavioral HIV prevention interventions. Our findings can inform these decisions. Evidence presented here suggests that G/MSM tend to see sexual healthcare centers as the more logical location to receive sexual healthcare and importantly, they indicated a substantial level of skepticism and resistance to the notion that such services should be obtained in primary care settings. While the beliefs about primary care settings may not be accurate (i.e., insurance monitoring), they do drive men’s behaviors and, thus, are an important consideration in the rollout of new clinic-based HIV prevention interventions. Since sexual health constitutes the majority of health needs for most young G/MSM, it seems intuitive to build their healthcare system around this need—yet; the current trend in healthcare delivery (centering care on a primary care medical home) seems to be pushing in the opposite direction. From a patient-centered perspective, we believe it would be preferable to adapt future healthcare models of care to match existing patient preferences rather than trying to push G/MSM to conform to a model that traditionally has not served them well. To that end, we recommend that policymakers and clinicians consider including more primary care services within sexual healthcare settings.
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